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To the Editor,

Gelman and Bigatello1 state that ‘‘understanding the

physiologic basis of such [goal-directed hemodynamic]

therapy is a logical step towards its optimal use’’. But,

besides ignoring some physiologists’ criticisms of

interpretations they espouse,2 they treat ‘‘stressed’’ and

‘‘un-stressed’’ volumes as separate entities that move

according to a vague scheme illustrated in their Fig. 1.

Like other hollow elastic structures (e.g., cardiac

ventricles, thorax), the vasculature has a ‘‘rest volume’’.

Bled out to the point that mean circulatory filling pressure

(Pms) - i.e., the pressure throughout the vasculature with

the heart stopped - is zero, the vasculature still holds a

residual volume (Vr). Adding an increment of volume (Vs)

to the vascular container to increase the total volume (Vt)

to Vs ? Vr elevates Pms above zero in proportion to total

compliance. The components of the new Vt are not

somehow separate. The stress is in the elastic walls; the

pressure they exert is felt throughout the container. In

essence, Vs is like the last straw misrepresented as the one

that broke the camel’s back.

When flow is forced through the peripheral vasculature,

initially at zero flow and some positive Pms, pressure

differences develop along vascular segments in proportion

to their viscous resistance, stretching those where pressure

rises above Pms, thereby increasing the fraction of the total

blood volume within them. Correspondingly less is held

within downstream segments, now at pressures below

Pms.2,3 The greater the flow, the lower the pressure at the

entry to the right atrium.4

Flow-dependent redistribution of volume becomes a

problem when volume within the large collecting veins

falls to the point that their distending pressure falls to zero.

Untethered to surrounding tissues5 and at the lowest

distending pressures of the vascular circuit, these are the

first segments to lose distending pressure, consequently

tending to collapse and impede flow as observed by

Guyton.4

Volume and pressure profiles can change counter-

intuitively. For example, constriction of muscular

splanchnic veins could result in increased pressure within

upstream compliant post-capillary venules, reallocating

volume upstream, not to downstream segments at risk of

collapse. A more comprehensive treatment of dynamic

volume redistribution has been reviewed by Rowell.3

How clinical interventions alter these profiles needs to

be understood in terms of what happens to the various

resistances and compliances of affected vascular segments

and their effects on the distribution of flow and volume

among the organ vasculatures, not mysterious shifting

about of unstressed and stressed bits.
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